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Conservation biology and comparative psychology rarely intersect, in part because conservation biology typically emphasizes populations whereas comparative psychology concentrates on individual organisms. However, both fields could benefit from their integration. Conservation biology can profit from an enhanced understanding of individual-level impacts of habitat alteration and the resulting implications for conservation mitigation strategies. Comparative psychology can gain from increased attention to the mechanisms of adjustment used by organisms to “in vivo experiments” created by anthropogenic change. In this paper, we describe a conceptual framework useful for applying our understanding of animal communication to conservation biology. We then review studies of animal communication with conservation implications, and report our own preliminary work that demonstrates our framework in action.

Studies that attempt to synthesize the fields of animal behavior and conservation biology have historically been underrepresented in the journals of both fields (Sutherland, 1998), in part because these fields emphasize different levels of biological organization. Whereas animal behavior typically focuses on understanding the behavior of individuals, conservation biology more often attempts to account for processes at levels above the individual such as population viability, demographics and life history. Likewise, conservation research has emphasized how loss of genetic diversity through genetic drift, inbreeding and hybridization will affect rare and threatened populations. Because the field of conservation biology most often attempts to protect and manage natural populations of wildlife, there has been relatively less interest in attempting to understand how individual-level phenomena (including social behavior, mate choice, mechanisms of dispersal, and communication) can contribute to the science of conservation. While the potential contributions of animal behavior to the field of conservation biology have not been widely recognized in the past, some are beginning to formalize this synthesis. For example, three edited volumes have recently surveyed the interface between behavioral studies and the field of conservation biology (Caro, 1998; Clemmons & Buchholz, 1997; Gosling & Sutherland, 2000). Likewise, Sutherland’s (1998) review has emphasized the benefits that the field of conservation biology can gain through the application of behavioral ecology to conservation issues. Still, there is much room for growth in this synthesis.

Though the applications are not always immediately obvious, knowledge of the proximate processes of individual behavior can be important considerations in developing conservation management strategies. While it is often the case that...
conservation biologists are ultimately interested in maintaining population viability, it is also true that a population’s viability depends in part on the health of the individuals in that population. Thus, understanding the behavior of individuals may allow managers to work at the level of the individual to insure positive population growth and limit the probability of local extinction.

Work with sea turtle visual systems illustrates how a knowledge of individual-level behavioral mechanisms can help solve population-level conservation problems. Sea turtle hatchlings, after emerging from their natal nests on sandy beaches, must locomote to the ocean where they will spend the majority of their lives. However, hatchlings appear to be attracted away from the water by artificial light sources inland, a problem that results in hundreds of thousands of hatchling deaths each year (Witherington, 1997). This is an important conservation problem because six of the seven sea turtle species are listed as threatened or endangered. Research conducted on the sensory biology of sea turtles has addressed this problem by demonstrating that individuals are less attracted to light in the yellow and red wavelengths than they are to light with shorter wavelengths (Lohmann et al., 1997). Witherington (1997) subsequently proposed that broad-spectrum light sources near nesting beaches should be replaced by longer wavelength light sources, such as low-pressure-sodium-vapor lights or yellow “bug” lights, in order to reduce the impact of artificial light on hatchling locomotory behavior. Thus, research on the sensory biology of sea turtles has allowed us to explore effective conservation strategies in order to manage individuals of these threatened species. Clearly, an understanding of the mechanisms underlying individual behavior can shed light on effective population management strategies for the purpose of conservation.

Application of the data and approaches of comparative psychology to the conservation of wildlife remains especially underdeveloped in our efforts to synthesize animal behavior and conservation science. However in our view, the synthesis of conservation biology and comparative psychology is potentially worthwhile because of the following distinctive set of emphases that comparative psychology brings to the study of behavior and can similarly bring to conservation biology:

(1) A focus on proximate processes. This includes intensive study of the immediate dynamics of the functioning of behavioral systems (Beecher, 1991; Berridge, 1996; Owings & Hennessy, 1984; Timberlake & Lucas, 1989), detailed exploration of the ontogeny of behavioral systems in “natural” or modified environmental contexts (Alberts, 1987; Beecher et al., 1997; Gottlieb, 1991; Lehrman, 1970; Lickliter, 2000; Mason, 1979b; Schneirla, 1965), and an explicit concern for the role of plasticity in generating a fit between an organism’s characteristics and the environmental demands it faces (Beecher et al., 1997; Coss & Globus, 1979; Gottlieb, 1992; Kuo, 1967; West, King, & Freeberg, 1994).

(2) A view of organism-environment relations as fundamentally transactional. Organisms are in two-way commerce with their environments, both operating on their environments and adjusting their behavior in response to environmental inputs (Gibson, 1979/1986; Mason, 1979a; Owings, Rowe, & Rundus, 2002; West & King, 1990). Some of these transactions involve short time frames, as when a California ground squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi) aggressively evokes rattling by a rattlesnake, and assesses the danger posed by the snake on the basis of
the rattling sound (Rowe & Owings, 1978; Swaisgood, Rowe, & Owings, 1999). Other transactions involve more extended time frames and actual environmental modification by animals. This appears to be the case when black-tailed prairie dogs clip down tall vegetation, apparently as a means of increasing the visibility of approaching predators (Hoogland, 1995).

(3) Recognition that behavioral processes are patterned at multiple levels, each with emergent properties. For example, ground squirrel vocal behavior is patterned at multiple structural levels, including the form of individual calls, the temporal organization of call series, and the combination of calling with visual signals (Owings et al., 1986; Smith, 1986). Similarly, all communication systems are organized at a minimum of three functional levels—signal production, signal deployment, and response to the signals of others (Mason, 1985; Seyfarth & Cheney, 1997). This multiple-level approach explicitly acknowledges the potential of higher-level processes to compensate for problems or deficiencies at a lower level (Anderson & Mason, 1974; West, King, & Freeberg, 1997). For instance, rhesus monkeys that cannot attain high social status on their own may be able to do so through skillful deployment of signals in order to recruit the assistance of allies (Anderson & Mason, 1978; Mason, 1985). Similarly, animals in an altered environment may be able to compensate for an inability to adjust communicative behavior at one level with adjustment at another level or levels.

A behavioral framework characterized by these three features highlights the mutual benefits available to comparative psychology and conservation biology from a synthesis of these two fields. To the field of conservation biology, comparative psychology can contribute a focus on the proximate dynamics of behavior, including the impact of these dynamics on the potential for evolutionary change. Nevertheless, it is also clear that studies of the effects of human disturbance on natural populations provide excellent “in vivo” research opportunities for comparative psychologists. Human disturbances are imposed on animals that are otherwise living in the context of the rich environmental resources historically available in their developmental systems (Oyama, Griffiths, & Gray, 2001). The study of behavior in such altered but still rich environments has the potential to lead to the discovery of some very interesting developmental processes and outcomes, including behavioral neophenotypes (Kuo, 1967).

The primary focus of this paper is to describe how animal communication studies undertaken within this comparative psychological framework can provide insight into issues relevant to conservation biologists and to those who manage wildlife in their natural habitats. Though we will emphasize what the study of communication can contribute to conservation biology, we also believe that conservation-oriented behavioral work has much to contribute to comparative psychology.

Synthesis of Animal Communication and Conservation Biology

Communication among organisms is an important component of many daily activities. Effective use of communication contributes immediately to an individual’s completion of its daily tasks and ultimately to its survival and reproductive success. Animals participate in communication as a means of finding food (Elowson, Tannenbaum, & Snowdon, 1991; Marler, Dufty, & Pickert, 1986; Stokes, 1971), acquiring mates (Patricelli et al., 2002; Ryan, 1985; Stokes, 1971),
assessing others (Owings et al., 2002; Parker, 1974; Sullivan, 1984), evading predation (Greig-Smith, 1980; Marler, 1955; Vieth, Curio, & Ernst, 1980), and defending resources (Alatalo, Glynn, & Lundberg, 1990; Falls, 1963; Zuberbuehler, Noe, & Seyfarth, 1997). It follows logically that human environmental alterations that impair communication might have significant effects on animals living in modified habitat.

Though this line of inquiry remains underdeveloped, Endler (1997) has explored the potential impact that environmental modifications might have on successful visual communication. Visually-communicative species like lekking birds have evolved color patterns that are adapted for conspicuous communication in the specific light environments where they reside (e.g., forest shade, small light gaps). In fact, some lekking species, such as the Guianian cock-of-the-rock (*Rupicola rupicola*), often display only under appropriate lighting conditions. These birds inhabit tropical forests of northeastern South America, in the Guianas. Male plumage is mostly orange-red with yellowish-orange fringe feathers on the wings. *R. rupicola* males only display when light from small forest gaps (rich in yellow-orange wavelengths) passes over their heads. They cease to display when local light conditions change (Endler & Thery, 1996). Clearly, the Guianian cock-of-the-rock display is highly sensitive to specific ambient lighting conditions. Endler (1997) points out that anthropogenic changes to their visual signaling environment, like clearcutting, selective logging, or conversion of forest to agricultural plots, could dramatically affect a male’s ability to display to mates by reducing the number of small light gaps in *R. rupicola* habitat.

Evaluating the actual extent of disruption created by such disturbances will be greatly facilitated if we are sensitive to the possibility of behavioral plasticity. Conservation studies in the past have emphasized population changes in evolutionary time frames, but plasticity can also allow for individual developmental adjustments to environmental modifications (Rabin & Greene, 2002). Plasticity might play an especially important role when heritable variation is not sufficient for evolutionary changes mediated by selection. However, a more typical scenario might involve the interplay between evolutionary and developmental processes. For example, developmentally-plastic adjustments can have evolutionary effects, including “bridging the gap” until heritable variation does become available or even increasing the phenotypic expression of latent genetic variation (Bateson, 1988; Cairns, Gariepy, & Hood, 1990).

Assessing the impact of human disturbance can also be enhanced by sensitivity to the multiple levels at which communicative behavior is organized. For example, it is unlikely that *R. rupicola* could make rapid adjustments in the color of its plumage to compensate for disturbances to lighting conditions. If we were to consider only the level of signal structure, we might expect serious threats to the well-being of this species as a result of changes in lighting. These consequences might well be found, but we would be remiss if we did not also investigate the possibility of modifications in how they deploy their displays in modified habitats. Such birds might actively pursue small forest gaps over much more widely spaced gaps in order to find suitable signaling space in altered environments.

Similarly, mammals have in general exhibited very limited plasticity at the level of the structure of individual vocalizations (for exceptions see Boughman, 1998; Elowson & Snowdon, 1994; McCowan & Reiss, 1995; McCowan, Reiss, &
Gubbins, 1998; Snowdon & Elowson, 1999). In contrast, mammalian vocal plas-
ticity has been described at the level of signal use, including the contexts of vocal-
izing and the means of responding to the vocalizations of others (Mason, 1985;
Seyfarth & Cheney, 1997). Consequently, many mammals subjected to intermit-
tent anthropogenic noise may have limited developmental capacity to change the
frequency distribution of their calls to avoid the noisy part of the frequency spec-
trum. However, these mammals may be able to compensate with other behavioral
modifications, such as confining their vocal behavior to times of low noise.

Studies of change in communicative behavior at multiple organizational
levels will be important for identifying avenues of vulnerability and adaptability to
anthropogenic environmental modifications. Research along these lines will have
real-world applications since an understanding of anthropogenic impacts on com-
municative systems will allow decision makers to construct management protocol
that could minimize these impacts in the future. Once a protocol had been put into
practice, additional investigation would allow both comparative psychologists and
decision makers to track behavioral responses to mitigation strategies in order to
evaluate their effectiveness.

As the field of animal communication advances technologically
(McCowan, 1995; Owings & Morton, 1998, Chapter 1), so too does our under-
standing of acoustic communication and the processes involved in effective signal
production, deployment, transmission, perception, and response given the chal-
enges of different signaling environments (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 1998;
Owings & Morton, 1998). Because of our rapidly accumulating knowledge in the
study of animal communication, comparative psychology is now provided with a
valuable opportunity to ask questions with applied components, including ques-
tions regarding the conservation of rare or otherwise ecologically important species
in altered environments. For example, our understanding of antipredator communi-
cation in California ground squirrels has facilitated our research on the impact of
highway noise on California ground squirrel communication. This line of inquiry
specifically addresses how wildlife and their communicative systems can be af-
fected by one type of anthropogenic habitat alteration. A body of research on the
impact of habitat characteristics on sound transmission, and vocal adjustments to
these conditions, indicates that animals have the potential to adapt to changes in
their acoustic environments. But this work has left unanswered questions about the
mechanisms and rapidity of these adjustments.

Effective Transmission of Acoustic Signals Through a
Modified Signaling Medium

In any acoustic signaling environment, differences in humidity, tempera-
ture gradients, foliage, and topography will generate certain distorting properties
that must be overcome to maintain signal effectiveness. Wiley and Richards (1978;
1982) and Morton (1975) have investigated these properties across a variety of
habitats and have identified two categories of problems they create, attenuation and
degradation, which must be surmounted to maintain signal efficacy. Attenuation is
the process by which all signal components decline equally in intensity due primar-
ily to spherical spread, the dispersion of signal energy over an expanding sphere
during transmission. Excess attenuation, beyond that produced by spherical spread,
can result from additional factors such as atmospheric absorption, scattering, and
boundary interference. Degradation is the destruction of acoustic signal structure, as a result of reverberation, amplitude fluctuations and differential attenuation at different frequencies. Because attenuation and degradation are important properties of acoustic signal transmission, many species have evolved signals that are spectrally designed to resist these effects and allow for effective signaling in their given habitat (Marten & Marler, 1977; Marten, Quine, & Marler, 1977; Morton, 1975; Waser & Brown, 1986; Wiley & Richards, 1978; Wiley & Richards, 1982). Animals can also alter their daily patterns and locations of calling to minimize the effects of both attenuation and degradation of their signals (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 1998; Wiley & Richards, 1978; Wiley & Richards, 1982).

Rapid anthropogenic modifications to foliage, topography, temperature gradients, humidity gradients, etc. have the potential to alter the ways in which acoustic signals are transmitted by increasing excess attenuation or degradation of acoustic signals. These alterations can influence the conservation of rare or ecologically important species by reducing the effectiveness of their communicative signals. Though excess attenuation and degradation of signals due to anthropogenic habitat alterations should be of interest to those studying both animal communication and conservation biology (for a review, see Rabin & Greene, 2002), we have chosen to focus on an additional problem, the masking of acoustic signals by anthropogenic noise. Masking increases both with the proximity of signal and noise in the frequency spectrum, and with the amplitude of the noise relative to the signal (Patterson & Green, 1978). As masking increases, signals become increasingly difficult to detect.

In any habitat, masking by the historical noise regime has generally resulted from noise sources such as wind, water, and the signals of conspecifics and heterospecifics (Wiley & Richards, 1978). In response to these historical noise regimes, populations have evolved strategies that minimize acoustic interference between signal and noise (Drewry & Rand, 1983; Ficken, Ficken, & Hailman, 1974; Grafe, 1996; Lang, 1996). Yet, modern human societies have generated entirely new patterns of noise that are likely to modify both selection pressures and developmental influences on these communicative systems (Bowles, 1995; Richardson, 1998). Although we do not know the extent to which recent anthropogenic noise regimes will impact wildlife, it is often the case that the amplitude of anthropogenic noise exceeds that of historical noise (see Table 1). Similarly, the spectral characteristics of anthropogenic noise may be unique when compared with historic noise. The presence of these novel noise sources could challenge the potential for proximate and ultimate adjustments to communicative systems of animals and thus, threaten rare or ecologically important animal populations.

Previous Reports on the Effects of Anthropogenic Noise on Wildlife

Human-generated noise is known to affect animals in a range of ways, from annoyance, to chronic stress, to hearing loss (Bowles, 1995; Workman & Bunch, 1991). Noise may directly affect reproductive physiology or energetic consumption as individuals incur energetic costs or lose mating or foraging opportunities by repeatedly reacting to or avoiding noise (Anderson, Rongstad, & Mytton, 1990; Delaney et al., 1999; Edge & Marcum, 1985; Harrington & Veitch, 1992; Krausman, Leopold, & Scarbrough, 1986). Animals may also be forced to
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Noise source</th>
<th>SPL range</th>
<th>Location of measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>“Natural” Noise Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waser and Brown (1986)</td>
<td>Ambient riverine forest</td>
<td>28-40 dB</td>
<td>Mchelelo Forest, Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romer et al. (1989)</td>
<td>Bushcricket chorusing</td>
<td>40-60 dB</td>
<td>Cutler Road/King’s Park, Near Perth, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waser and Waser (1977)</td>
<td>Cicada chorusing</td>
<td>70-80 dB</td>
<td>Coastal forest, Near Edea, Cameroun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwartz and Wells (1983)</td>
<td>Tree frog chorusing</td>
<td>75-80 dB</td>
<td>Gamboa, Panama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anthropogenic Noise Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaney et al. (1999)</td>
<td>Chain saw noise</td>
<td>51-56 dB</td>
<td>Under spotted owl roosts, Lincoln Nat. Forest, New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Study</td>
<td>Highway noise</td>
<td>82-86 dB</td>
<td>High-noise sites near highways (this study)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaney et al. (1999)</td>
<td>Helicopter noise</td>
<td>89-96 dB</td>
<td>Under spotted owl roosts, Lincoln Nat. Forest, New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabin, unpublished data</td>
<td>Wind turbine noise</td>
<td>59-103 dB</td>
<td>Ground squirrel burrows, Altamont Pass, California</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** Though each study reported on noise sources and their respective decibel levels, acoustic weighting was not consistent between studies. Similarly, distances between the noise source and the SPL meter were not standardized across all studies. Nevertheless, these values provide a representative sample of noise associated with different noise sources.
retreat from favorable habitat in order to avoid aversive anthropogenic noise levels (VanDyke et al., 1986; Watkins & Schevill, 1975).

Though the direct effects of noise on wildlife may be the most obvious, noise may also have indirect effects on population dynamics through changes in habitat use (Anderson et al., 1990), courtship and mating, reproduction and parental care (Algers & Jensen, 1985; Harrington & Veitch, 1992), and possibly migration patterns (VanDyke et al., 1986; Watkins & Schevill, 1975). Excessive noise may also affect mortality rates of adults by causing hearing loss, a serious hazard in predator-prey interactions (Kastak & Schusterman, 1996; Webster & Webster, 1992).

Other effects of noise on wildlife are likely to be subtler, such as those affecting heart rate (Weisenberger et al., 1996) or communication (Algers & Jensen, 1985). In species that rely on acoustic communication, anthropogenic noise may adversely affect individual behavior by making signal detection difficult and thus altering the dynamic interaction between the producers and perceivers of communicative signals (Algers & Jensen, 1985; Bowles et al., 1994; Terhune, Stewart, & Ronald, 1979). For example, anthropogenic noise appears to interfere with communication and interaction among individuals of marine mammal species (Richardson, 1998), an effect that could disrupt such fundamental processes as the coordination of activity within social groups. This new line of investigation into animal communication will have applications for the field of conservation biology and ecosystem management.

**Case Study: The Effect of Highway Noise on California Ground Squirrel Vocalizations**

**Study Species**

The California ground squirrel (*Spermophilus beecheyi*) is a vocal and abundant species that lives under widely varying degrees of anthropogenic noise. These characteristics make this species useful as a model for examining the effects of noise on vocal communication in more threatened and endangered species. California ground squirrels are grassland-dwelling, social animals that live in large and sometimes dense colonies. *S. beecheyi* responds to predators with several categories of calls, including chatters, whistles, and single-note repetitive calls. All of these are harmonically structured vocalizations, but chatters differ from whistles and repetitive calls in often containing high levels of frequency modulation. Given the body size of this species, all calls have a relatively low fundamental frequency between 2.8 and 5.1 kHz (Leger, Owings, & Gelfand, 1980; Owings et al., 1986; Owings & Virginia, 1978). Chatters and repetitive calls are the most common vocalizations produced in response to mammalian predators, but whistles, which are typically elicited by raptors, are also emitted in response to mammalian predators under conditions of high urgency (Leger & Owings, 1978; Leger et al., 1980; Owings et al., 1986; Owings & Virginia, 1978). California ground squirrels exhibit potentially meaningful variation in the structure of chatter calls, producing statistically different chatters to snakes, badgers, other mammalian predators, raptors, and conspecific adversaries (Owings & Leger, 1980; Owings & Virginia, 1978). Such findings suggest that these vocalizations are variable enough to allow for structural adjustments in response to environmental noise.
Location and Study Site

A preliminary study was conducted to seek a relationship between highway traffic noise and the acoustic structure of predominantly single-note repetitive calls, an alarm call produced by S. beecheyi. Two high noise sites were located in fallow agricultural fields adjacent to Highway 99 near Tulare and Tipton, California. These high-noise sites were exposed to traffic noise with amplitudes ranging from 82-86 dB (“C” weighting) and a maximum frequency of approximately 4 kHz (see Figure 1). Two low noise sites were situated in fallow agricultural fields near Lindsay and Porterville, California. The low noise sites contained a narrower spectral band of ambient noise resulting predominantly from wind. Noise at low-noise sites had amplitudes ranging from 66-70 dB (“C” weighting) and a maximum frequency of approximately 1.5 kHz (see Figure 1). No differences in topographic features were noticeable between the control and experimental sites. All sites lacked residual crop material and sloped less than 1%.

Method

S. beecheyi alarm calling bouts were recorded in response to either a human or to a human-led domesticated dog that was approximately 10-20 m from the focal squirrel. Two bouts of vocalizations were recorded during single recording sessions for each of two identified squirrels at each of the four colonies (two high-noise and two low-noise). During calling, each squirrel was recorded facing toward a microphone at a distance of approximately 20 m. Vocalizations were recorded using a Tas-
cam DAT recorder (44 kHz sampling rate) and an Audio-Technica AT4071 directional microphone (22 kHz in frequency range).

During each recording bout, the observer indicated the identity of the vocalizer, whether the “predator” type was a human or a human+dog, the study site where the call was recorded, and the distance between the microphone and the focal squirrel. Each calling bout from each individual at each site was processed for the repetitive calls. Vocalizations from both low and high noise sites were filtered for background noise using identical procedures, which included standard parametric filtering (1.5-16 kHz Butterworth bandpass filter) and the noise reduction feature available in Cool Edit Pro software (Syntrillium). The noise reduction feature in Cool Edit Pro removes background noise by generating a filter from a chosen segment of noise, in this case a segment of traffic noise. Background noise using this feature was removed from all recorded vocalizations with a loss of only 1-3 dB in signal (see Figure 3). To ensure that this filtering procedure did not adversely alter signal structure or relative amplitude, we used a computer to generate tones with a 3500 Hz fundamental and two additional harmonics of known amplitudes in Cool Edit Pro. We then filtered and noise reduced these tones using the same protocol as described above. Filtering and noise reduction had no significant effect on frequency, time, and amplitude measurements of the tones. Differences of only 1-10 Hz in frequency, 5-10 ms in duration and 1-3 dB in amplitude were found between filtered and non-filtered tones.

Repetitive calls recorded from each individual were then measured separately using the methods described by McCowan (1995), McCowan and Reiss (2001) and McCowan and Hooper (2002). Over the length of each call, sixty measurements were digitally extracted from the spectrogram (sampling rate of 44 kHz; 1024-point FFT spectrum with a Hamming filter; time resolution of 12 ms; frequency resolution of 50 Hz). For each of these sixty measurements across time, the frequency with the highest amplitude was recorded using Cool Edit Pro software and automated custom macros developed by the second author. Several acoustic variables defining various call spectral, temporal, and amplitude parameters were calculated from these call measurements. Due to the small sample size for each subject, a small subset of variables was chosen for statistical analysis: mean frequency, frequency at peak amplitude, and maximum frequency. Mean frequency is a calculated average for each call, of the 60 frequency measurements taken. Frequency at peak amplitude is the frequency with the highest amplitude of the 60 frequency measurements taken. Frequency at peak amplitude is the frequency with the highest amplitude of the 60 frequency measurements taken for each vocalization.

Maximum frequency is the highest frequency of the 60 frequencies measured within a single vocalization. We chose these specific variables because we predicted that the calls of individuals from colonies of the high-noise condition would show a frequency shift of the fundamental of these calls beyond the range of traffic noise.

Results

For high noise colonies, we analyzed the 26-57 calls emitted from each of 4 focal squirrels (two squirrels at each colony); 85 of these vocalizations were human-elicited, and 72 were human+dog-elicited. For low noise colonies, we analyzed the 23-46 calls emitted from each of 4 focal squirrels (two squirrels at each colony); 47 were human-elicited, and 83 were human+dog-elicited. Vocalizations were recorded during alarm calling bouts that lasted between 1.1-7.1 min in high noise colonies and between 1.2-8.3 min in low noise colonies.

Though we predicted that the fundamental frequency of calls emitted in high-noise conditions would show a frequency shift, we found an even more interesting difference. The frequency of the first harmonic remained unchanged but acoustic power was often shifted to the second and even the third harmonic of alarm calls under high-noise conditions. For Maximum Frequency, the range for individuals at low-noise sites was 3860.8-4510.9 Hz, whereas for high noise sites, these values were 5043.5-7248.6 Hz. Comparable low versus high noise values were 3357.7-3949.8 Hz versus 3793.7-4621.9 Hz for Mean Frequency, and 3332.7-3889.4 Hz versus 3733.7-4847.9 Hz for Frequency at Peak Amplitude (see also Figures 2 and 3). An emphasis of higher harmonics placed the peak energy of
these “high-noise site” alarm calls out of the range of interference by highway traffic noise (see Figure 1).

This shift in acoustic emphasis by subjects from high-noise locations (see Figure 3e-h) was confirmed by statistical differences. In a mixed effects linear regression (Pinheiro & Bates, 2000), the values for all three variables were significantly higher for high noise locations than for low noise locations (mean frequency: $F_{(1,6)} = 42.7$, $p = 0.0006$; frequency at peak amplitude: $F_{(1,6)} = 16.4$, $p = 0.007$; maximum frequency: $F_{(1,6)} = 62.3$, $p = 0.0002$). These differences are not due to subject idiosyncrasies or predator type, since we controlled for the effects of these variables by including them in the regression as a grouped-variable random effect or repeated measure (subjects within colonies), and a random effect (predator type: dog vs. human+dog).

Cross-validation discriminant analysis on the three variables also support this result. The degree to which call structure differed between high and low noise conditions can be assessed by using a classification procedure, in which calls are assigned to the most probable group (either high-noise or low-noise colony) based on their discriminant function scores alone. In such a procedure, low-noise colony calls were correctly classified (i.e., to their actual group of origin), 86% of the time and high-noise colony calls were correctly classified 67% of the time (average correct classification = 77%). These values are each significantly above the percentage expected to be classified correctly based on chance alone (50%). Classification by chance was calculated by conducting a series of discriminant analyses on the data after randomly assigning the calls to low and high noise sites based upon the original sample sizes at each location. The analysis of 20 independent tests revealed that, for randomly assigned calls, between 40-58% of calls were classified
correctly (the average percentage of calls correctly classified across jackknife tests = 50%).

Figure 3. Comparison of single-note repetitive calls at high-noise sites vs. low-noise sites: (A) Spectrogram representative of a repetitive call from a low noise site. (B) Power spectrum of call “A” at the time indicated by the dashed line. (C) Spectrogram “A” after noise reduction. (D) Power spectrum at the time indicated by the dashed line in “C”. (E) Spectrogram representative of a repetitive call from a high noise site. (F) Power spectrum of call “E” at the time indicated by the dashed line. (G) Spectrogram “E” after noise reduction. (H) Power spectrum at the time indicated by the dashed line in “G”. Note the emphasis of the second harmonic at the high-noise site compared to the emphasis of the fundamental frequency at the low-noise site.
It is unlikely that differential habitat filtering, due to small differences in topographical features between sites, drove the between-site (high noise vs. low noise) variability. At one low noise and one high noise site, computer-generated tones with a 3500 Hz fundamental and two additional harmonics were broadcast 15 times each at 90 dB with an Advent Wireless Amplified Speaker and rerecorded at a distance of 20 m using the equipment described above. Discriminant analysis on these rerecorded harmonic tones was performed using the same variables as in the analysis of ground squirrel calls to determine if rerecorded tones differed between low and high noise sites. Percent correct classification of tones to site type (noisy vs. quiet) was 40% for tones broadcast at both the low and high noise sites. These results demonstrate that the rerecorded tones could not be discriminated by site and that the variables analyzed were not likely affected by differential habitat filtering. ANOVA tests produced a similar result. None of the quantified variables of the harmonic tones significantly differed between sites. Consequently, between-site variability in recordings of ground squirrel vocalizations represents differences in actual signal production.

Discussion

Response of California Ground Squirrels to Highway Noise. In our case study on the effects of highway noise on California ground squirrel communication, we have described one prevalent anthropogenic environmental alteration and one means by which California ground squirrels are able to respond to this habitat alteration. Our preliminary investigation suggests that ground squirrels are able to modify their vocalizations in response to highway noise by shifting acoustic energy in their calls to harmonics that do not overlap with highway noise (see Figures 2 and 3). How these squirrels are accomplishing these vocal changes is currently unknown. One possibility is that they reflect the Lombard effect, a reflexive increase in vocal amplitude to high noise exhibited by humans and other animals. This phenomenon can also involve modifications in vocal structure (Cynx et al., 1998; Junqua, 1996; Manabe, Sadr, & Dooling, 1998). Consistent with our interpretation of our results, Lombard-Effect related changes are typically viewed as functioning to maintain communicative efficacy under noise. Variation in the effects of the Lombard reflex support the idea that it functions to maintain the social impact of vocalizations; the specific adjustments produced by the Lombard reflex vary with the level and form of the noise.

Additional work on ground squirrel adjustments to noise has yielded data also indicating that the form of vocal adjustment depends on noise structure. Preliminary analyses of the calls of squirrels exposed to anthropogenic noise with different spectral signatures indicates that squirrels can exhibit a different type of spectral change, lowering the fundamental frequency of their calls out of the range of acoustic interference with those noise sources (L. Rabin, unpublished data). We do not yet know whether such structural changes make a difference to perceivers of these vocalizations. Nevertheless, playback studies with this species have demonstrated that comparably subtle differences in vocal structure do evoke different behavioral responses (Leger & Owings, 1978).

If replication verifies these effects of highway noise, we will attempt to determine whether these vocal modifications are accomplished through evolutionary processes, immediate “online” modifications to call structure, developmental
plasticity, or a combination of these three factors. Our results do hint at a role for plasticity and/or online adjustments to noise. Individual variation in the spectral distribution of calls was observed; individual squirrels in high-noise colonies usually, but not invariably, emphasized the second harmonic (see Figure 3) or third harmonic of their vocalizations. In the future, experimental trials that concurrently record both alarm calls and noise levels will allow us to look for correlations between the spectral distribution of calls and the level and spectral distribution of simultaneous noise. Data showing that vocalizations consistently change as noise conditions change, would provide evidence for immediate, “online,” vocal adjustments to anthropogenic noise. On the other hand, evidence of developmental vocal plasticity might initially be revealed by comparisons of adult and pup vocal structure. If adults at high-noise sites emphasize harmonics out of the spectral band of masking but pups do not, this might mean that experience is required to optimize vocal structure under local noise regimes.

There is yet another explanation for our results. One might argue that a systematic difference in body size between high and low noise sites could be causing the differences in vocalizations in our study. In fact, there is evidence that the spectral distribution of calls varies within species as a function of body size. A negative relationship between body size and call frequency has been described, based on variation either in fundamental frequency (Morton, 1977), or formant frequencies (Fitch, 1997). We cannot directly judge this hypothesis because we did not weigh the animals in our preliminary study. Nevertheless, we tentatively reject this hypothesis for the following reason: Covariation between body size and vocalization frequency has its roots in size differences in the vocal apparatus. If the animals at our high-noise sites had smaller vocal structures, they should have invariably emphasized higher frequencies. But our subjects from high-noise locations varied in their vocal emphasis, usually stressing the second or third harmonic, but sometimes emphasizing the first. Consequently, the differences in call structure between sites are not likely to be the result of either body-size differences or differences in the size of the vocal apparatus.

Utility of Studying a Common Species to Gain Insight Into Conservation-Related Issues. Because California ground squirrels are an abundant species, readers may wonder why we have chosen S. beecheyi for our conservation-motivated research. We admit that using California ground squirrels to gain insight into conservation related issues is unusual. Species of conservation priority are typically rare, threatened, and in immediate danger of becoming extinct. However, where rare species rely on abundant ones for food, shelter, or other daily essentials, it will be important to prevent environmental perturbations from causing a decline in the abundant species. A decline of the abundant species could have community level effects that would jeopardize the viability of the rare population. For California ground squirrels, this is likely the case.

In oak-savanna communities where California ground squirrels typically reside, species of special concern depend on S. beecheyi as a source of food and shelter. For example, California ground squirrels have been reported to make up more than 25% of the diet of golden eagles (Carnie, 1954). Similarly, burrowing owls and California red-legged frogs use S. beecheyi burrows for shelter (Bente, 1938; Jennings & Hayes, 1994; Rowe, Coss, & Owings, 1986). Both golden eagles and burrowing owls are species of special concern and California red-legged frogs
are federally listed. Any impacts on California ground squirrels due to habitat alteration and anthropogenic noise, thus have the potential to affect species that are a conservation priority in *S. beecheyi* habitat.

Our use of ground squirrels in our conservation-related case study also stems from our belief that new analytical tools and general experimental methodologies, like those described here, can later be utilized to study a diversity of species including those that are threatened or endangered. Developing these methodologies will allow us to better understand the impacts that humans are having on natural habitats and their resident animals that communicate acoustically.

Whether or not squirrels have adapted, responded developmentally, or made “online” vocal adjustments in response to highway noise, our results currently suggest that California ground squirrels may be able to cope with noise from highways. This is not entirely surprising since California ground squirrels have proven to be highly flexible in their ability to live in different environments under different degrees of human influence (Grinnell & Dixon, 1918). In fact, *S. beecheyi* is often considered a “weedy” species due to its abundance in a variety of habitats that vary in their degree of human influence. However, as our research continues, potential impacts of highway noise on California ground squirrel communication may be uncovered. For example, future playback studies might determine that signal reception is in some way impeded near noisy highways thus compromising the ability of ground squirrels to warn conspecifics about the presence of predators nearby.

If additional studies show that squirrels are unable to adequately cope with the potential adverse effects of highway noise, our results could affect the planning of highways in areas where species of special concern rely on ground squirrels. While it is unlikely that our results would influence the siting of highways, our data might provide an incentive to develop inexpensive mitigation strategies (e.g., building walls along highway barriers that block sound) to reduce the impacts of highway noise on wildlife. We thus believe that these investigations into communicative behavior, have the potential to contribute to the science of wildlife management and conservation.

**Encouraging Discussion Between Comparative Psychologists and Conservation Biologists.** As the human “footprint” on the natural world becomes larger, we are presented with the opportunity to better understand how human behavior and our associated technologies can affect patterns of animal movement, dispersal, social relations, and communication. This understanding will allow us to gauge the impact that humans have on animal behavior so that these impacts can be considered in conservation biology and plans for species preservation.

A synthesis between comparative psychology and conservation biology will be worthwhile in allowing both disciplines to undertake a greater number of scientific investigations that are integrative and include consideration of multiple levels of analysis. As stated previously, the field of conservation biology has traditionally focused on population level phenomena and on understanding how evolutionary constraint may prevent populations from tracking habitat change. Comparative psychology on the other hand, has emphasized studies at the level of the individual by exploring the proximate dynamics of behavior throughout ontogeny. Both fields might benefit by considering behavioral issues at levels of analysis that have not traditionally been represented in their disciplines. For conservation biolo-
gists, this means considering such factors as sensory biology, development, and behavior when planning conservation strategy. For comparative psychologists, this suggests a greater consideration for evolutionary processes and population level phenomena that have occurred in response to habitat alteration.

Though we have largely described a means by which communicative studies and comparative psychology can contribute to conservation biology, it is also true that exploring individual responses to habitat alterations can allow for a better understanding of the dynamics of real-time and developmental changes in communication. For example, results described from our case study have predictive implications for understanding the mechanisms that promote and constrain vocal plasticity. On those uncommon occasions when plasticity has been found in mammalian vocal structure, it has typically been with the rich environmental support of normal social contexts. In fact, vocal plasticity can also be enhanced in song-birds by normal social contexts (see Snowdon & Hausberger, 1997 for a collection of relevant chapters). Such contextual support for vocal plasticity was also available in our work. Nevertheless, vocal structure is only one level at which communicative behavior might exhibit plasticity. Future research will also allow us to test for plasticity in the temporal patterning of calling, the pairing of calling with visual signaling, and the response to the calls of others. Elucidating these mechanisms has the potential to advance the field of animal communication and communication theory. Species forced to reside in an acoustically-noisy habitat may switch entirely to another modality when signaling (e.g., visual or tactile communication) or increase their usage of alternate modalities during signaling in the presence of noise. All of these responses require a certain amount of communicative plasticity. As a result, the study of both communicative and non-communicative behavioral plasticity in the wild may uncover previously unexpected flexibility in behavioral systems (as in Gottlieb, 1993; Lickliter, 1991).

Concluding Remarks

The practice of conserving rare and endangered species, by necessity, benefits from research that investigates natural patterns and processes from both a theoretical and applied perspective. Though some have commented on the divide between conservation theory and practice (e.g., Caughley, 1994), it is becoming increasingly clear that those interested in management and those interested in more theoretical issues are making efforts to work together in order to effectively manage natural ecosystems (Hedrick et al., 1996).

In the case of sea turtle hatchling disorientation in the presence of artificial light sources, knowledge gained from sensory studies on their visual systems has been directly incorporated into United States sea turtle recovery plans. For the loggerhead, leatherback, hawksbill, and east Pacific green turtles; short-wavelength and broad-wavelength artificial lighting have been listed as general threats to their survival. At the same time, sea turtle recovery plans have made recommendations to evaluate, implement, and enforce artificial lighting regulations along beaches (NMFS & USFWS, 1993; NMFS & USFWS, 1998; USFWS & NMFS, 1992; USFWS & NMFS, 1993). In the hawksbill and loggerhead recovery plans, additional recommendations have involved the development of informational brochures and public service announcements to educate the public about problems associated with beachfront lighting (NMFS & USFWS, 1993; USFWS & NMFS, 1993). This
integration between sensory studies and conservation decision making appears to have been successful since there has been a drastic reduction in hatchling disorientation where lighting regulations have been put into place (NMFS & USFWS, 1993; USFWS & NMFS, 1992; USFWS & NMFS, 1993).

We hope that in the future, a greater number of comparative psychologists will attempt to seek ways in which theoretical questions from their own research can contribute to conservation management and the preservation of natural ecosystems and their resident populations of organisms. Such an endeavor can only help us in our effort to maintain a diversity of ecosystems and organisms while minimizing human-generated rarity and extinction.
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